segregation is attended by a visible reduction in the number of chromosomes in the germinal nuclei.
CASTLE nOW reasons in the following way: That sex is determined by the egg, is shown clearly by the case of animals that produce male and female young in a parthenogenetic way. That spermatozoa also bear sex is manifest in the case of the honey-bee, where females are born from fertilized eggs, males from unfertilized eggs (I will discuss this case at the end of this paper). He says. ,,The ordinary dioecious individual is a sex-hybrid, or heterozygote, in which characters of both sexes are present, one dominant, the other recessive. In the male the female character is recessive, and conversely in the female the male character., From this it is clear that CASTLE, at the time of stating his theory of sex-determination, assumes that, of maleness and femaleness, at one time the first, at other times the second can be dominant. First then, we have to discuss whether it is possible that of a given pair of characters either one can be dominant over the other.
Mendel's Law of Dominance.
Under this heading, I want to discuss the two conditions in which a character can exist, Dominance and Recessiveness. The words Dominant and Recessive were first used in this connection by MENDEL t). If in a cross between two gametes, the resulting new indiyidual, born from this mating, presented only one character to the exclusion of the other, he called this character, shown by the hybrid 9 Dominant,,, the other ,,Recessive,. He used this word ,Reeessive~, because he saw that the character that disappeared in the first generation re-appeared in the next, from which he concludes that the first generation possesses this character in a latent condition. He found, for example, that presence of coloration in flowers of the pea was ,Dominant, over absence of colour. This relation of ,Dominant~ and ,,Reeessiver has been found to be valid only for definite pairs of characters. So, for example the yellow colour of the cotyledons of the pea is dominant over the green colour, just as colour in the flowers is dominant over absence of colour. But we can not conceive presence of coloration in the flowers to be dominant over green colour of the seeds, or yellow colour of the seeds to be dominant t) Uber Pflanzen-Hybriden. Abh. Naturf. Verein zu Briinn. 4. p. 47. 1866. over absence of colour in the flowers. Thus we cannot speak of recessive characters as such, but we must always consider the condition recessiveness in relation to a corresponding dominant condition.
BATESON l) has introduced the term ~allelomo~'phs~ as a name for the two members of such a pair of characters and we now call yellowness and greenness of seeds in peas the dominant and recessive allelomorphs of one pair.
Is there any valid criterion whereby we can tell which of a pair of allelomorphs will be the dominant one?
Which Characters are Dominant?
During the first years after the rediscover)" of MENDEL'S work there seemed to be no way of telling beforehand which one of a pair of allelomorphic characters would be dominant, which one recessive. Different hypotheses have been proposed to generalize the phenomenon. DE VRIES 2) for example, tried to explain certain cases, by saying that the phylogenetically older characters dominated the phylogenetically younger, and some authors have adopted this view. It is true, that, generally speaking, the character presented by a group is dominant over the corresponding one of a variety of this group, originated in recent times. So, for example, is the presence of pigment in many different systematic species dominant over the absence of it in albino varieties of these species. But numerous exceptions exist to the rule of dominance of phylogenetie older characters. To give a few examples, some of which are taken from DAVEN-PORT'S work3): In chickens, the presence of crest is dominant over its absence, polydactilism over a normal number of toes, glossiness of eggs over its absence, a twisted condition of the feathers over the normal. In rabbits, the presence of the enormous double chin in the females of one form is dominant over its absence; silvering, that is, the oecurefice of white hairs in the coat after moult, is dominant over its absence. In guinea-pigs, rozetting of the hairs is dominant over the normal smooth condition. In pigeons, the inflation of the oesophagus is dominant o~er its normal condition. There are nume- 1" rous instances, in which a phylogenetie younger character dominates, but these will suffice; in all the enumerated cases, the parent species lacks a thing which the variety possesses, and the possession of this one character is promptly inherited by the individuals of the first cross. Phylogeny has obviously nothing to do with the question. It would, of course, be possible to attribute this dominance of new charaeters, to the assumption that here we were dealing with the reappearance of a lost character, but in most of the instances given, the crest in chickens, and the inflated oesophagus in pigeons for example, this would be going too far. BATESON 1) was the first to suggest that the dominance of a character might be due to the presence of some determining unit in the zygote, the recessiveness of this same character to the absence of this same unit. This appears a very obvious and clear explanation.
DE VRIES 2) finds that crosses between certain forms give hybrids that segregate the parental characters in the formation of germ cells, and that crosses between certain other forms give hybrids that do not. For the first type of cross he uses the name ,bisexual,,, and he supposes that in such a case the difference between the two forms used is due to the patency or latency of certain characters. In such an instance, where a hybrid is produced that segregates the parentcharacters, DE VRIES assumes that the determinant for the latent character meets the determinant for the patent character in a pair. Bisexual crosses are crosses between a species and a variety, produced by this species, for example, and DE VRIES assumes that varieties are produced either by the becoming latent of a character, or by the returning of a hitherto latent character to a patent condition. The production of Mendelian hybrids is his test for a variety.
A cross which leads to the production of hybrids which do not segregate the parent-characters, he calls uni-sexual, and he supposes that here the two forms differ in the presence or absence of a character. In such an instance, DE VRIES assumes that the determinant for the present character does not meet any other in a pair. Unisexual crosses were found by DE VRIES and others in mating species and he uses the production of uni-sexual hybrids as a criterion for specific difference. If it can be demonstrated that characters never become latent, but are either present or absent, all crosses should be called unisexual. In no case, in which we absolutely know which and how many differentiating unit-characters we are dealing with, has any important deviation from MENDEL'S segregation rule been noted. Thus we may either call all different groups species, because of the difference in presence or absence, of characters, or varieties, because of the Mendelian segregation of the characters in the second generation.
Even if no qualitative differences between species and varieties exist, however, the names will always have some practical value for systematic purposes.
I do not doubt that new species arise by mutation, but I think that the production of varieties by the different groups is an example of exactly this nature.
One can conceive of a hereditable character of an organism as the inevitable result of some condition of the zygote from which it is born, be this physical or chemical, or as the result of some internal chemical secretion by some part or organ, which has resulted from some condition of the zygote. Thus, it seems natural to form some conception of a present character, or of an absent character, even of a present character that is invisible by its very nature, or by circumstances, but the existence of a character in a ,recessive condition, is something which I am unable to picture.
To give a concrete example: one can imagine that the redflowered pea in its pure, homozygous condition, possesses red eolour and has the ~anlage, for red colour in both the gametes that go to form a fertilized ovule. One can also imagine that the whiteflowered pea lacks red colour, and lacks the ,,anlage, for red colour in both the gametes absolutely; also, that a hybrid between the two forms gets the ~anlage,, in one of the two gametes, and, having the ~an-lage,,, shows the red colour as an inevitable result of the presence of this )~anlage,,.
But again, to assume that the organism, which does not possess a character, should have this character, in a ,latent eondition,< is unjustified, and to use the term in such a case is misleading'. As a rule it is advisable to use old names, even after better ones present themselves, and in as much as everybody understands what is meant by the term, no harm is done. But here, where it is obvious that 9 Dominance and Recessiveness, stand for ~Presence and Absence, it would greatly facilitate matters if we could do away with the former terms altogether. This is the more necessary because the names are frequently misused, for example, where it is said that one colour is dominant over another, whereas on analysis of the case, it is seen that one of the colours is composed of two factors, the other of the same two plus a third. Here we ought to say that the presence of this third unit is dominant over its absence.
Complications can arise in this way. So it was found by different authors1), that in rabbits and guinea-pigs black eoat-colour was ,dominant~ whereas in mice, HAACKE, CUI~NOT, and CASTLE found yellow dominant over black.
Experiments with Yellow Mice.
In 1906 I procured two yellow mice that were caught wild in a trap, in a remote part of Holland, before I distributed any colored mice there. One, a sooty yellow male died; the other, a clear orange female, I mated subsequently to several males of known gametic constitution. Microscopic examination of the hair of this female revealed no black pigment, only brown and yellow. CASTLE showed that the difference between a black rodent and one of agouti colour, that is, the colour of the wild species, was not due to a difference in the pigment, as all three are present in black rodents, but the absence of some definite factor he called >>Barring,,. I found that all the albinos I could buy possessed this ,barring<, factor, although they lacked pigments. As the result of a mutation, however, a strain of albinos was produced that did not possess the ,barring,,.
Crossed with such an albino, the yellow female gave only yellow young, that in F2 gave 25o/0 homozygous yellow, 50U/o heterozygous yellow and 25% homozygous albino, when mated inter se.
Crossed with an albino male that did possess the ,barring, she gave a litter of only cinnamon agouti young. These cinnamon agouti, on inbreeding, gave 25 O/o homozygous yellow, 50 O/o cinnamon agouti, and 25 o/o albino.
It is curious to note, how in these experiments the presence of the *barring~ was coupled with absence of pigment. This coupling was so rigid, that I never in this series succeeded in breeding homozygous cinnamon-agouti animals. Every c. agouti individual was 1) W. E. CASTLE, Heredity of Coat Characters in Guinea-pigs and Rabbits. Publication of the Carnegie Institution. 1905: produced by the simultaneous presence of the two pigments and the 9 barring, in one animal, but in respect to both the individual was heterozygous.
Another conclusion is, that the wild yellow female was homozygous yellow. Thus far the occurrence of homozygous yellow mice had not been noted.
All the young, homozygous yellow, when mated to black, gave only yellow offspring.
But some other yellow mice were produced, that were darker than the original orange. The mice of this colour were generally clear yellow until the time of the first moult, when they turned a patchy greyish yellow. They must have been of the colour called ~graugelb,~ or ~gelb-grau~ by HAACKE.
This colour was also dominant over black colour. A microscopical examination of the hairs showed that they contained some black pigment. This colour must therefore be due to some definite modifying factor, in addition to a complete set of pigments. This would probably be a factor, similar to CASTLE'S barring factor. Mated to brown animals, the sooty yellow ones also produced only sooty yellow offspring.
Later, I produced yellow mice, that gave black young is a mating with black. Here, presence of black pigment was dominant over its absence. The modifying factor absent in both parents.
We thus see that in reality the two crosses, black X yellow, were fundamentally different. We can not say that in the one instance yellow is dominant over black, in the other black dominant over yellow~ unless we keep in mind that two different yellow forms were used 1).
In both cases, the pr esence of a unit character is dominant over its a b s e n c e, in one case this is black pigment, in the other the special modifying factor, for which I propose the name ~Inhibiting~.
As to the nature of this ~Inhibitingr factor, I think it probable that it will be one of two factors that combine to make CASTLE'S ~>Barring,~. This ~barring~, factor not only determines the peculiar distribution of the three pigments in bands on the hairs, and the characteristic body-markings of the wild rodent, but also distinctly lessens the preponderance of black pigment in the coat. Agouti ani-1) See A. HAGEDOORN, ,Inheritance of yellow coat-color in rodents., Univ. of Calif. Public. Physiology. 1909. mals, in mice, rabbits, as well as in guinea-pigs, are very much lighter colored than black ones. The sooty yellow mice, that possess the three pigments, are about as dark as agouti ones." The hairs, however, are not banded, and the eye-rings, ear-spots and further body-marking are absent.
On the other hand, in rabbits as well as in mice, another form exists, in which those body-markings are present, and very distinct, but the general colour is as dark as that of the black forms. The barring of the hairs is hardly visible, but this may only be through the abundance of black pigment. This form is called black and tan. This condition of the coat is dominant over black.
As we know of several instances of the >,coupling,( of two characters, it seems much more probable that CASTLE'S ~Barring,~ factor is a compound character, composed of ~,Inhibiting(( and ),Marking,~, than the alternate possibility that the ,,Barring(c, ~,Inhibiting,,, and )~Marking(~ factors are independent units, but that one of them has the same effect as the other two combined. What we need most, is a scientific corroboration of the breeders' evidence, namely: that black and tan crossed with dark yellow in mice and rabbits gives a socalled )~revcrsion,( to agouti.
A similar explanation is possible for the results obtained by DARBISHIRE 1).
In the first years after the rediscovery of MENDEL'S principles, the results of crossing-experiments in rodents were in many instances inexplicable, and even paradoxical. This was partly due to the fact that individuals exhibiting a character, that had proved to be recessive in a certain cross, were looked upon as pure recessive in a Mendelian sense. In a certain way they were pure, in as much as they never carried the dominant character in a latent form and hence gave only young with the recessive character. But that the same individuals might possess the dominant allelomorph of another pair, was overlooked. Being recessive in respect to the unit-character for which it was tested, it might be unable to show the other.
So for example in my albinos that were all recessive to agouti, some possessed, and others lacked CASTLE'S barring factor, and some were hybrids in this respect. None of these three different albinos could show the possession or non-possession of this factor; crossed t) A. D. DARBISHIRE, Result of Crossing Waltzing and Albino Mice. Biometrika. 190~:--1905.
haphazardly they never could produce pigmented young', or one that was not absolutely ~)recessive, to the colour of an agouti mouse. HAACKE has proven that a white mouse can bear either a determinant for partial albinism or its allelomorph, the determinant for solid colour. Some albinos can even be seen to be spotted, if looked at under a certain light, even without possessing a trace of pigment. Thus partial albinism and albinism are two wholly different things. If such different albinos are mated at random, all the young are true albinos, but these are not pure in respect to the hidden pair of allelomorphs. Inbreeding for several geherations leads to absolutely no results if the hidden qualities of each individual albino are not brought out by a suitable test. We can easily see now, that a family of albino mice, inbred as yon GUAITA'S mice were for more than twenty generations, can be a mixture of four different albinos and probably of many more, that would all look alike, but behave absolutely differently crossed properly, yon GcArrA's 1) mice gave all the same offspring in a cross with partial albinotic waltzing mice, they must have been all of the same constitution, possessing the barring factor, a determinant for solid colored coat and one for normal walking. But it is more than probable that the mice with which he began his inbreeding were equally pure in those things.
DARBISHIRE'S results have long been difficult to explain. He used yellow and white waltzing mice and crossed them with albinos of different parentage. The colour of the waltzers seems to have been light sooty yellow, the eyes were red like those of the albinos. The young were all pigmented, and all had black eyes. These hybrids, if mated inter se, gave an astonishing mixture of different colored young, some with pigmented, some with unpigmented eyes, and albinos. The hybrids first generation were mostly agouti; some of them black and some yellow. The second generation presented many more colours. Albino, agouti, black, yellow, grey-yellow and ~lilae~ were found amongst them, some of them marked with white, some not, some of the yellows, of the grey-yellows, and all the lilacs were pinkeyed, the rest of the colored mice had dark eyes. The peculiar nature of the first hybrid-generation, F1, was at that time absolutely inexplicable, and seemed flatly to contradict MENDEL'S law of Dominance. DARBISHIRE himself, in relating to those hybrids t) VON GUAITA, Versuche mit Kreuzungen von verschiedenen Rassen der Hausmaus. Berichte Naturf. Ges. Freiburg. X. 1898. XI. 1899. said: ,Not only do they differ among themselves, but they are absolutely different from either parent; the character of neither can be said to be dominant over the other in the sense that it exists in the hybrid to the exclusion of the other, which is what MENDEL meant by dominance. To make up, however, for this deficiency of dominance, the characters of both parents arc recessive in as far that neither of them appear in the hybrid. This is plainly not a case of simple Mendelian dominance, though I am perfectly ready to admit that it may be an instance of the mysterious properties of hcterozygotes, confessing at the same time that I do not see how the admission of this fact helps. It seems to me that we have not got any further in this direction than DARWIN had, when he called phenomena of this kind reversion to ancestral condition,,. The inexplicable behavior of DARBISHIRE'S hybrids assuredly helped toward the temporary belief amongst the Mendelians that the law of dominance was the less significant of MENDEL'S rules. BATESON'S attempt to explain DARBISHIRE'S results by a logical application 0fMENDEL'S laws 1) was met by a severe, almost derisive criticism from WELDON and DARnISHIRE. It seemed impossible, that anything like dominance could be the cause of a dark-eyed hybrid being born from two pinkeyed parents, where we see that albinism, implying redness of eye, behaved always recessive in crosses.
To CU~NOT and HAACKE we owe the discovery that albino mice need not always be the same. HAACKE showed that an albino could be either solid-colored or marked, notwithstanding the fact that these different conditions were invisible through lack of pigment, and further, that even in this hidden condition, the ~determinant, for solid-colored coat was dominant over that for parti-colored. CC~NOT showed in his experiments that different strains of albinos existed; for example, there were albinos, which if crossed with black gave black, and others which when mated to the same blacks, gave agouti offspring. He showed also, that presence of pigment was 0 dominant over absence of pigment. If we add to this CASTLE'S assumpton of the existence of a definite ,,barringr factor, which in co-operation with the pigments, gave a colour-mixture like that in the coat of the wild rodents, and my observation of albinos that possessed and albinos that lacked this factor, we are in a position to explain DARBISHIRE'S results. I) Nature. 1902.
The albinos he used in the first cross were not of the same gametic constitution. In one respect, however, they must have been alike. All of them must have been ,heavily markedr or nearly solid-colored. From HAACKE'S crossings we see that such a state of ,piebaldncss,, is dominant over one in which the area of ,pigmented~ for is less extensive, even in albinos in which nothing of the real state of things can be seen, through lack of pigment.
Those albinos in DARBISHIRa'S experiments, which when crossed with his waltzers gave agouti young, must also have possessed the ~>barring factor~. In such a cross the dominant allelomorphs furnished by the albino parent are: Heavy marking, barring, (giving black eyes if combined with pigment) and normal mode of walking, whereas the waltzers contributed only the three pigments, which I believe are all present in the darkish yellow waltzers commonly bred (at least, they were present in one I examined). Their eolour is not bright yellow, but rather light sooty yellow. This combination would bring in the hybrid zygote all the unit-characters present in the wild agouti, with this difference only that instead of a determinant for solid-colored coat there would be one determining heavy marking, dominant over light marking, as that of the waltzing parent. In this case we could thus very well have had complete dominance; not dominance of variety over variety, but of presence of each unit over its absence. DARBISHIRE used albinos of four different strains, sometimes as he obtained them, and sometimes crossed. In few instances the even used albinos that descended from all the four strains. It is very probable that, in respect to the hidden allelomorphs, he used homozygotes and heterozygotes of several combinations.
If we confine ourselves to the presence or absence of both ~marking~ and ~inhibiting, factors, we see, that, as the waltzers had the p!gments as well as the ,~inhibiting,, a cross with an albino possessing the other, ,,markings, factor, would suffice for the production of agonti Fj. Albinos having also the ,inhibiting~ factor would give the same results, so would heterozygous albinos of the constitution: Albino plus M plus I X Albino plus ~L But he not only obtained agouti FI, but in some litters he got yellow young, twelve altogether, all in litters that contained an equal number of agouti young. This result can be explained by assuming that in these cases the albino parent used was of heterozygous nature, giving off equal numbers of gametes some with and some without the ,marking~ factor. Homozygous albinos without the ,marking, factor do not seem to have been used, because from a cross with such an albino only yellow young should have been born.
It is more difficult to account for the production of blacks (produced only in litters with agouti). It is necessary to assume that at least one or a few (it is not possible to see from DAR~rSHInE'S lists whether in all the black-producing pairs different waltzers were used, or whether sometimes one waltzer was used in different matings) of the waltzers used were heterozygous, giving off gametes, of which half the number possessed the ,inhibiting~ factor, while the other half lacked this same factor. This would certainly explain the producing of 50 o/o blacks by such a waltzer in a cross with albino having ,marking~ patent, but two difficulties present themselves: first, and this is the most serious, such black mice would not be ,black~, but black and tan. It might be possible that they were of this co]our, and that D,~RBISHiRE did not recognize them as such. The difference between the two varieties in mice is certainly not very striking, and might well be overlooked. The second difficulty lies in the fact that DARBISHIRE'S waltzers never produced any but yellow young, and in this way were always taken for homozygous. But this fact need only mean that heterozygotes were few, and that two have never been mated. One can never be positively sure of tlle homozygous nature of a strain, by simply mating its constituents at random. A cross of each individual with another variety, is the only sure method. The possibility exists that DARmSmRE originally imported only one heterozygote, and by mating it to one of the pure yellow, bred all the heterozygotes he used in his first cross with albino. In this case, even the mating of all the imported mice, in every possible combination, would not have revealed the hybrid nature of the one heterozygote.
Cases in which a Character may be present but Invisible.
It is possible that a character may be present, but unable to show itself. This, however, is a thing totally different fl'om the hypothetical ,recessive condition,. As an example; we may mention the definite compound-character called ~Barring, in Rodents. If this character is present in an animal that possesses at least two pigments, it causes these pigments to be arranged in a definite, peculiar way. But this character is inherited independently from the pigments.
Thus it may be present in animals that lack pigments altogelher, or that have only one. In this case the animal can not show the presence of the ,barring,,. I have had albino mice that possessed the ,barringr and could only show it when mated with mice that possessed the necessary pigments.
This possibility, that a certain character may be unable to show itself, except in co-operation with another, also explains CU/:NOT'Sl) experiments with mice. He showed that albino (pigmentless) mice behaved differently in a cross with black mice, it" they were of different parentage. Albino mice of Agouti (wild) parentage gave, when crossed with black, agouti offspring. Albinos of black parentage gave black, and such of yellow parentage yellow offspring in the same mating. From these experiments he concludes that these albino mice had agouti, black and yellow pigment recessive, respectively.
The difference in the three different colors used by Cui:sOT, however, is not a difference due to the presence of different pigments, as all three can have a complete set of three pigments, but a difference due to the absence or presence of the ,Barring~ factor, or (this factor being of compound nature), to the presence or absence of one of its constituents. Albino mice can very well bear these factors, or lack them, and thus the differences in offspring of these albinos in a cross with black are due to the simple addition of one, two or none of these factors to the pigments present in the black.
No Reversion of the Order of Dominance.
We see from the preceding that we must be careful not to speak too readily of a ~Recessive~ character. If we see that of a given pair of allelomorphs one is due to the presence, the other to the absence of the same specific determinant, we must naturally conclude that the one which is due to the presence of the determinant must always be dominant, and the other recessive. The offspring of a mating of two individuals, one with, one without the determinant, must inevitably possess the character produced by this determinant, just as inevitably as in a mixture of a quantum of a salt-solution and a quantum of water, salt will be present.
Thus, if we want to try to explain the inheritance of sex, we l) L. CUJ~NOT, L'h~rSdit6 de la Pigmentation chez les Souris. 2me note. Arch. Zool. Exp. et Gen. (4.) I. Notes et revue, p. XXXIIL must first of all ascertain which of the two sexes is dominant, that is, which of the sexes is due to the presence of some definite determinant. The experiments of Rcsso and Gl~AssI 1) would lead us to suppose that a specific substance was found, capable of producing femaleness. Rcsso and GRASSI injected Lezithin intraperitoneally in rabbits, and claimed to have found a preponderance of female over male young of more than 330/'0 ~ But later work of BASILE2), who worked with much larger numbers of animals, has shown, that the first experimenters have drawn their conclusions somewhat hastily.
Evidence for >>Dominance~ of Femaleness over Maleness.
Some of the groups of the Aphidae have long series of parthenogenetic generations, in which all the individuals produced are females. )levertheless some of these females, differing externally from those of the preceding generations produce both males and females. Here we then see that the females must be heterozygous, producing about equal numbers of male and female eggs. As the animals themselves are females, femaleness must therefore be due to the action of something that is absent in males. The males therefore, must be homozygous, male-male, as the slightest amount of >>femaleness~ would make them females.
We saw that these parthenogenetic female plant lice must be heterozygotes, female-male. But need this heterozygous nature of the females be at all general? In other words, is it not possible that other females are homozygous, being femalefemale? This constitution of females would invariably lead to an offspring of females exclusively. I think the female plant-lice of the sexual generation, those that are produced in the same generation with males, and after being fertilized lay eggs that lie dormant throughout winter, have this constitution. When we see that the l) .ACHILLE RUSSO, Modificazioni sperimentali dell' elemento opeteliale dell' ovaia dei mammiferi (da servire come base per la detorminazione artificiale dei sesso femminile e per la interpretazione della legge de MENDEL sulla prevalenza degli ibridi sexuparae, the females that produce males and females, are produced parthenogenetically, in a time when fertilization is excluded by a lack of males, we must assume that the egg from which they were born is formed without segregation of gametes. 0nly thus can we conceive a hetcrozygote to arise from an unfertilized egg. From the researches of Miss S'FEVENS 1) we know that the eggs from which parthenogenetic females are born, extrude only one polar body, whereas those eggs that develop into mates and females extrude two. In analogy with the segregation of characters in eggs that extrude two polar-bodies, we might expect the same in this case. Thus the eggs should be of two kinds, male and female. They cannot be fertilized, and must therefore develop into homozygous males and homozygous females. Theoretically we should expect that these animals, after copulation (their eggs again extrude two polar-bodies) would only produce heterozygote eggs, that is, eggs that develop all into parthenogenetic females. The facts bear this out. The winter-eggs, produced by the generation of males and females all develop into parthenogenetic females, never into males.
As-it is excluded that normally, in animals in which the proportion of the sexes is approximately equal, females should ever be homozygous females; as we have seen the impossibility of the heterozygote nature of both sexes, and as we know that ,femaleness, is dominant over ,maleness, the only remaining possibility is the assumption, proven by facts, that all females are heterozygous, female-male, and all males homozygous, male-male.
On the Assumed Latency of Characters of one Sex in the other.
What was it that made DARWIN say that the characters of one sex are recessive in the other? He saw that organs, developed in one sex only, the secondary sex-characters, were present in the other sex in an undeveloped, rudimentary condition.
EaAS~tUS DARWIN in his ~Zoonomia~ seemed to have had the idea of the possibility that not all the characters of an individual need be predetermined in the germ. He suggested that some characters might be brought about by the action of certain organs, previously formed. He names the secondary sex-characters as probably produ- 
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ced by an activity of the sex-glands, as he saw that they did not develop after castration.
Prof. LOEB in 1896 1) gave a theory of the influence of internal chemical secretion of the glands upon the different behavior of the sexes and upon secondary sex-characters; he suggested definite experiments to test his idea. In recent years such experiments have been made, amongst others by WALKER 2) and STARLIS6.
Considering the influence of the sex-glands on the body, we cannot conceive the secondary sex-characters as preformed in the germ, and we must assume that the determinants for those characters are the same in both sexes. This, however, is something totally different from the opposite sex being latent in animals.
If femaleness is, in certain cases, a character ~dominant, over absence of femaleness, it is impossible that maleness can ever be dominant over femaleness. DONCASTER3), as a result of experiments with butterflies, came to the same opinion, that all females are dominant hybrids, all males pure recessives, in respect to sex.
Experiments of Doncaster with Abraxas.
DONCASTER used for his experiments two different kinds of butterflies, one form Abraxas Grossulariata, with distinct, comparatively large black spots, on a white and yellow wing, and one, Abraxas Grossulariata Lacticolour, with smaller, indistinct black spots on a wing of the same colour as that of the preceding.
In all other characters the two forms were exactly alike. On crossing the two forms, he found the following peculiar inheritance.
When he took a male of the dark form, and mated it with a female of the light form, the young were all of the dark form a simple case of MENDELIAN dominance.
When, however, he mated a female of the dark form with a male of the light form, he got 500/0 dark, 500/0 light of offspring. All the dark young were males, all the light ones females. We see thus that all the young females had the colour of the father, all the young males that of the mother. This pecaliar inheritance points to the f./ct that the dark males used in the original matings must have been pure in respect to colour, homozygous dark, the dark females, however, must have been dominant bybrids, heterozygotes, dark-llght.
After these results, DO,CASTER offers the following modification of CASTLE'S theory of Mendelian sex-inheritance: All females are heterozygous in respect to sex, being female-male, all males are homozygous, being male-male, femaleness being dominant over maleness. Further more, he concludes that in this special case, the c01our is inherited, coupled with sex, in such a way that the dominant colour-character is never present in the same gamete with the dominant femaleness. Femaleness is here always inherited together with the light colour, maleness with the dark colour.
It is difficult to form an idea of this peculiar coupling of characters. In experiments with corn it is found that smoothness of kernel is always inherited together with a starchy nature, and wrinkledness always with a sugary nature, but here the two things are due to one single cause, the ability or inability to change glucose into starch.
In DONCASTER'S observations, however, we have a coupling of two entirely different things, the presence of one and the absence of another determinant. In the production of cinn.-agouti we saw a similar instance.
Experiments of Noorduyn with Canaries.
NOORDUYS 1) worked with two forms of canaries, differing only in colour of plumage.
The colours used were green and cinnamon. It seems that the green colour is due to the co-operation of three plgments, black, brown, and yellow, and that the colour of the cinnamon animals is produced by two of these pigments, the brown and yellow only.
Mating green males with cinnamon females, he got an offspring of only green young', male and female.
Mating green females with cinnamon males, gave 50o/o cinnamon females, 50O/o green males. Here again the young females were cinnamon like the father, the young males were green like the mother. 
Arend. L. Hagedooru
As in DOh'CASTER'S work~ we must assume here, that of the strain of green canaries used, all the males were pure, homozygous, green-green; all the females hybrids, heterozygous, green-cinnamon. Furthermore we must assume that we have a coupling of femaleness with the absence of black pigment, and of absence of femaleness (maleness), with the presence of black pigment.
Experiments of the Writer.
I used in my experiments two varieties of English Game Bantam. Of these small chickens a host of different constant colour-varieties are bred. I used only Black-red and Brown-red. The Black-red is practically indistinguishable from the indian Gallus bankiva~ the alleged progenitor of our domesticated poultry. I will therefore call it for short ,Bankiva,,. The Brown-red males differ only in minor points from the Baukiva males, the legs being black instead of slatebluet the comb and wattles being slightly purplish and the black breast feathers being bordered with brown. The hens, however~ are nearly entirely black, with the exception of the feathers of the neek. Both sexes are black when hatched and remain so until the time of the first moult. The chicks of Baukiva are brown and striped. It is, therefore, very easy to distinguish the two forms at the time of hatching, even two to three days before.
The Bankiva animals, with which I began the experiments, were descended from a long line of Bankiva ancestors. The breeder bred only this variety and never obtained differently-colored young. This is extremely important in the light of the experiments. I began the experiments by mating a Bankiva male to brownred female. In this cross~ Bankiva proved to be dominant over Brown-red, all the chicks hatched brown-striped and became typical Bankivas, both males and females1).
In the reciprocal mating, however~ a male Brown-red with female Bankivas of the same Strain as the Bankiva male, my results were 500/0 Brown-red and 500//o Bankiva chicks.
All the males were Bankiva like the mother~ all the females Brown-red like the father. Here, again, we see that in all the generations of Bankiva chickens, only the males were homozygous Bankiva, and all the females were heterozygotes: Bankiva-Brown-rcd.
t) It seems from this, as if the Baukiva marking was due to the presence of some modifying factor, analogous to the ,Barringc in rodents.
Before I relate the rest of the experiments, I want to discuss the gametic constitution of the ,dominant, strains of Abraxas Canaries and Game-bantams.
Gametic Constitution of the >>Dominant~< Groups used in the Different
Experiments.
The accompanying diagrams will be of assistance in clarifying this matter. First, we will see what happens in a perfectly pure strain of individuals, all possessing a given quality, in both gametes (denoted by a small circle). See Diagram I. In this diagram, femaleness is denoted by shading of the gamete or half of a zygote that bears it. The females, being pure in respect to the character which is common to all individuals, but heterozygote in respect to sex, produce only two kinds of eggs, one kind bearing femaleness, the other lacking it. The males, being homozygous in both respects, produce one kind of spermatozoa only, void of femaleness and with the character, which is common to both sexes.
Diagram I.
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Diagram 1go. I, Inheritance of Sex, and of one unit-character common to both sexes. Shading denotes femaleness, the small circle denotes the determinant for the unit-character.
Thus, only two combinations are possible, a femaleness-bearing egg can be fertilized by a spermatozoon not bearing femaleness, and an egg not bearing femaleness can meet a similar spermatozoon. The result will be, that half of the eggs again produce heterozygotes of the constitution femaleness --no-femaleness and half homozygotes, no-femaleness --no-femaleness.
If, however, by a mutation, one gamete, carrying femaleness, 2* femaleness and with the determinant for the pigment.
From the second diagram is clearly seen that in such a case, the males can never be affected. M ale s are only produced from eggs lacking femaleness, and so, because of the coupling, with the pigment-determinant.
And, because of this same coupling, the females must always be heterozygotes in respect to the pigment as well as to sex, as they are only produced from eggs with femaleness and without the pigment determinant.Such eggs, bearing femaleness and lacking the determinant, can only be fertilized with spermatozoa having the determinant for pigment, and in this way the females of this strain are heterozygotes, getting the determinant for pigment in one of the two gametes only; all the males are pure, always getting the determinant in both gametes.
Thus, we have the peculiar phenomenon of a group of individuals of which one-half are hetero'zygotes, without ever an individual of the other form, a homozygote of the new variety being produced.
I presumed here that the original heterozygote female was produced by mutation from the normal, homozygous form, having the pigment, determinant in all the gametes produced (as in diagram I). Is it probable that a mutation gives rise to a heterozygote?
Does Mutation produce a Heterozygote or Homozygote?
In most instances it is difficult to get a definite answer, to this question, even after a mutation is found to have taken place. It is generally impossible to test the individuals of the generation before that in which the new form showed itself, simply because they have died long ago. We meet this difficulty in annual plants, for example, where it is wholly impossible to keep an individual alive until the second or third generation of its offspring is produced. I was lucky enough to work with the rapidly breeding mice. In mice, unlike in annual plants, it is possible to have several generations living at one time, so that, after a given generation is produced, its grandparents and great-grandparents are still accessible for further tests.
As I stated before, albino mice can either possess or lack CASTLE'S ~barring, factor. When I started my breeding experimefits, I had only albinos which possessed it.
I began the experiments by crossing these albino mice with ordinary wild (agouti) Mus Musculus. I must especially emphasize that, how much the agouti and albino mice differed in respect to pigment, they were alike in respect to the ,barring, factor. I had only animals that were homozygous and possessed ,barringr
The hybrids of the first generation were all agouti. Mated inter se, they gave agouti and albino, in ratio 3:1. I continued breeding from this strain in close inbreeding, sometimes mating two agouti, sometimes crossing ag0uti and albino. In the fifth generation (Fs), three blacks were produced in one litter. As I stated before, black differs from agouti by a loss of the ,barring,.
I now proceeded to test all the ancestors of the blacks. I did this by crossing each individual with black. Thus I could see that the parents of the blacks, (F4) were both heterozygotes, producing 50 o/o gametes without ,barringr One of the grandparents of the blacks (F3) , also was a heterozygote, and so was one of its albino sisters. But the parents of these mice, the great-grandparents of the blacks, (F:), were homozygous in respect to the possessing of the ,barring,. (Because of inbreeding, there were only two of each preceding generation.)
Thus it was proved that the mutation was not the production of the black mice, bat the production of a few germ-cells which lacked barring by one of the F2 mice. The result of this mutation was the production of the two heterozygotes, (one having, and one lacking pigment). It is true that the black variety was constant from the beginning, but the first mutants were hybrids.
In considering this case, we observe that, were it.not for the extremely favorable circumstances, it would have been impossible to draw the right conclusion. Either we would have thought the original strain impure, or when we knew the strain originally to have been pure, we should have taken the black mice for the original 9 mutantsr Probably, then, we, should have considered the strain in a ,period of mutational.
Another probably analogous case is one given by DE VRIESI).
He tells how a definite strain of stocks (Matthiola) produces doubleflowered, perfectly sterile individuals in every generation. The possibility of this strain having been produced by a hybridisation of the new and old form is excluded by the very sterility of the new form. :Nevertheless, the strain behaves as if it were composed of heterozygotes only. DE VRIES introduces the name >>cversporting varieties~ for this and similar cases. It seems perfectly possible that this strain can have been produced by mutation from the old form, through the falling out of one definite determinant in one of the gametes produced by an individual of the single form, just like the first heterozygote, barring --no-barring mouse. Another instance may be seen in the often quoted history of the production of the bow-legged Ancon sheep, communicated by CH. DARWISL From the record it is not to be seen whether the abnormality was ~dominant, over the norm. al shape and lenght of the legs, or whether this last was )~dominant~ over the shortlegged condition. The facts are simply these: On male with abnormally short legs was born. A mating of this one ram with normal ewes gave some normal, some short-legged young, and from these finally a distinct strain was produced.
Let us see what should have been the case on the assumption that the monstrosity was dominant. In this case the first bowlegged ram must have been the original mutant, and both his parents normal, homozygous straight-legged sheep. ,,Crookedness~ introduced by only one gamete must inevitably produce a bowlegged individual, supposing the monstrosity to be dominant, that is, due to the presence of a determinant. If now, the ram had been a homozygote, spontaneously produced, all its offspring should have been short-legged, but such was not the case. Crookedness being dominant, the animal was a heterozygote, produced by mutation. But it might have been that the normal condition of the legs had been dominant, that is, that the Ancon sheep lacked some definite determinant.
In this case, on the assumption that a mutation produces a homozygote, the first ram should have been really the first of his type, and his parents homozygous straight-legged.
But then, he should never have produced a single short-legged young, in the first generation.
On the other assumption, a mutation giving only an altered egg or spermatozoon, and thus a heterozygote, it must also have been a homozygous short-legged. But such a one could only be produced by the chance mating of two heterozygous individuals. We do not need to assume that each heterozygote was produced by a separate mutation. They could have been the offspring of one heterozygous (short-legged Xlong-legged) individual, produced by one mutation. But this means that the breeder must have had a considerable number of heterozygous sheep. Sheep ordinarily produce only one or two young at one birth, so that it is probable that the short-legged ram was mated to several ewes to produce some shortlegged~ some normal lambs. And then, some heterozygote ewes must have been amongst this flock. To resume: On the hypothesis that a mutation changes only a germ cell, and thus produces a heterozygote, the facts of the history of the Ancon breed are readily explicable, whether the monstrosity was dominant or not. On the hypothesis that a mutation produces homozygotes of a new form, the same facts are inexplicable, on either assumption. In dioecious animals and plants, a mutation could only give rise to a homozygote of the new strain, by the simultaneous production of a changed gamete in two different individuals and their chance meeting. Here, it is obvious that the chance for a changed gamete too meet a normal one is infinitely greater.
It is possible that in this same way, cinnamon canaries from green ones, Abraxas Grossulariata Lacticolor from the dark type, and the brown-red game-bantam from the bankiva, have been produced as heterozygotes at different times. If such a heterozygote happened to be a male, it would produce in mating with a normal female, a number of heterozygote offspring~ and by the chance meeting of two such heterozygotes, a certain number of homozygotes of the new form could be produced. If, however, the heterozygotc hdppened to be a female, and the phenomenon of ~coupling,, (as yet unexplained) came into play, a strain would be produced, in which all the females were heterozygous, all males homozygous, just as we see now in the dark Abraxas and green canaries. See diagram II.
Inbreeding is no Test for Gametic Purity.
One of the most important conclusions from the preceding experiments is, I think, that inbreeding is no sure test for gametic purity. In all three cases, breeding of the >~dominantr form gave only ~dominant,, individuals, simply because it was not possible to mate two heterozygotes, as the heterozygotes were all females.
The only way to overcome this danger of a possible coupling of sex with other characters, is to test each individual by a judicious mating. We saw this necessity already in the discussion of DARBISHIRE~S work.
We have to conceive monoecious animals and plants as bisexual, being of both sexes, not as being without sex. It might be that in such organisms the different gonads, (where they are different, as in plants)~ behave as separate individuals, in respect to sex. Here, too, it might be that two kinds of eggs or ovules were produced, male and female, and only one kind of sperm, male. CORREN'S experiments regarding this problem are very important, and opened an entirely new field. The results of MENDEL 1) with Hieracium and of DE VRIES 2) with Oenothera's which authors found some stable hybrids, might also be due to some coupling phenomenon. Moreover~ it is hardly possible to foresee what result we should expect from the gametic segregation of such hybrids from which we de not know in how many and what unit-characters the parents differ. As long as the unit-characters that go to make the difference between the different new forms of Oenothera are not yet known or counted, it is impossible to say whether the hybrids are hybrids in one, two, or several respects.
Mendelism and Chromosomes.
All the different instances given, in which a colour-character (the presence of a pigment, a character of apparently little importance), is inherited coupled with sex, shed a curious light on the cytological facts found by WILSO~ J), STEVESTS 2) and others3). They found, that in certain Arthropods, the females possess one chromosome more than the males. In some instances, where the chromosomes are few, it is seen that of one pair of differently formed chromosomes in the female, the male possesses only one, and this one, at the time of the formation of germ cells, passes bodily into one of the future spermatozoa, leaving 500/0 of the spermatozoa with, and 50~ without this peculiar chromosome. I can illustrate the phenomenon by the use of the third diagram (see diagram III). In respect to the accessory chromosome, the males are heterozygous, giving spermatozoa with and some without. The females, in respect to it are homozygous, giving eggs that all possess the accessory chromosome.
WILSON 4) first suggested that these chromosomes were the bearers of sex, in the following way: He reasoned that, as the heterochromosome was the only one of the pair, present in the males, it must be the male determinant. But, since spermatozoa with this chromosome contribute to the formation of eggs that produce females only, the other chromosome of the pair, that is already present in the egg, must be the dominant female determinant. And those eggs that produce males, must already contain the male determinant. Therefore, he concluded that male, and female eggs are produced in equal numbers, those containing the female determinant being fertilized by spermatozoa without the heterochromosome, and those containing the male determinant being fertilized by spermatozoa containing the male determinant. In a later paper he states it in this way: ,The eggs are male and female, the spermatozoa male and neutered).
For this, he has to assume a selective mating, certain spermatozoa only mating with certain eggs, and not with others. From diagram III it will be seen that, to get the same condition in the offspring as in the parents, we must assume that a certain egg only mates with a certain spermatozoon.
Here I must now discuss the remainder of my experiments with chickens. We saw that a (heterozygote) Bankiva female, mated to a (homozygote) Brown-red male, gave only Bankiva (heterozygote) male, and Brown-red (homozygote) female offspring. We saw further that I failed to produce a female Bankiva homozygote.
For Mated to a Brown-red male, they gave only Bankiva chicks, in considerable numbers, of which the sex, however, was not ascertained.
Next, I mated these Bankiva hens to a heterozygous Bankiva male, one from those produced in the first experiment. All the offspring were Bankiva. But when I tested all the young females add some of the young males, I saw, that all the young-females were homozygous, like the mother, and all the males tested were heterozygous, like the father.
The most remarkable thing about this result is undoul~tedly the curious resemblance the ca~e bears to the inheritance of the heterochromosomes of WILSON. To illustrate it, I can use the same diagram, No. III. The small circle stands here for the presence of Bankiva, instead of for the presence of the heterochromosome. Here, too, we must assume a selective mating, certain eggs only being fertilized with certain spermatozoa. After these results, it seems to me as if the absence or presence of the accessory chromosome were inherited in a relation to sex comparable to the presence or absence of other characters, pigments, and a modifying factor in Canaries, Abraxas, and Chickens. Scientifically speaking, the inheritance of one has as much value as that of the other.
Why should we attach more weight to the inheritance of a chromosome than to that of any other character? Of course, in the light of WEIS.~ANN'S theory of the chromosomes as the organs of heredity, it was very natural to connect this peculiar inheritance of the chromosomes with the inheritance of sex. One of the strong points in favor of WILSON'S theory was, that only sex was a character that was distributed equally over all the individuals. But from the experiments with Abraxas, Canaries, and Chickens, we know now, that a pair of characters can be distributed equally over the eggs produced, without more than one ever being shown. We could equally well assume that the heterochromosomes were determinants for any other character, common to both sexes, in respect to which one sex should he homozygous, the other heterozygous.
Immediately after their rediscovery, MENDEL'S rules have been correlated with the behaviour of the chromosomes and since, the theory of gametic purity has always been connected, more or less closely, with the theories of individuality of chromosomes and with phenomena of chromosome-reduction. MENDEL'S rules, however, are simply empirical statements of facts observed, and to test their general value it is not necessary to go into this hypothetical part of the question.
At most, there is only a certain analogy between the behaviour of the chromosomes in the process of chromosome-reduction with the segregation of characters ; an analogy that is not by any means very general.
For example, in the aphidae, we have seen that in the eggs that extrude only one polar-body no segregation of ,Maleness, and 9 Femaleness,, takes place. Only with the expulsion of the second polar-body, we get a segregation, with as a result male and female eggs. But the reduction of the number of chromosomes takes place in the expulsion of the first.
O~her instances of a similar discrepancy between the observed facts of chromosome-reduction and of character-segregation will doubtless be found.
WEISMANN'S theory, of the chromosomes as the sole bearers of the hereditary qualities has also been discredited in recent years by different observers. One of the most conclusive experiments along this line has been performed by GODLEWSKY. He succeeded in fertilizing enueleated eggs of a sea-urchin with sperm of a crinoid, with the result that the ensuing larva, having only crinoid-chromosomes, nevertheless developed into a normal sea-urchin gastrula. This should be enough to disprove the possibility of the sole importance of the chromosomes for the transmitting of the hereditary qualities, but a series of other experiments also prove the same thing. Several experimenters have, on crossing two different forms, found instances in which the young animal resembled the mother in every respect during the first stages. One of the most striking instances is a hybrid between sea-urchin egg and mollusk sperm, recently produced by LOEB 1), in which the hybrid larva, living for several days, developed into a typical, normal sea-urchin pluteus.
I do not see why we should attach any more value to the inheritance of a chromosome, than to that of any other organ or character. We can very well consider them as the effect of determinants. The fact that the chromosomes in the cell-nucleus contain grains of matter, that stain intensely in different chemicals, stands in no logical or plausible relation to the assumption that these same particles stand for the units, or that the chromosomes are the organs of heredity. it becomes generally understood that in order to see the exact inheritance of a given quality, we must first analyse it into its components, into unit-characters. We know that we can only speak of Dominance of the one character over its absence and that to avoid hopeless confusion, we must restrict ourselves to one or very few of these unit-characters at one time. If we remember this, it becomes clear that in all those instances, in which the unit-characters are known, we have as yet found MENDEL'S laws to hold good.
The instances of non-Mendelian inheritance are only found, where two forms are used, of which we do not know as yet in what unit-characters they differ. Sometimes it is extremely difficult to find a way in the maze of co-operating units, and it takes years of careful analytical experimenting to work out the exact nature of those characters, and the influence they exert upon each other. Of peas, sweet-peas, Arrhini,tm and the domesticated rodents, the units that differentiate the different minor forms are fairly well known, in other groups we have only just begun to get an insight.
If we are dealing with a set of characters, however, of which we do not even know the number, it is clear, that we must get inexplicable results.
In crossing two different groups, so-called species, differing, as far as we may assume, in a number of characters, we at once meet this difficulty. in self-fertilizing this hybrid, the parent-forms were not produced by it, which is exactly what we should expect if the two parent-forms differed in several unit-characters and in a limited number of individuals ofF2. If the two parents of a hybrid differ in one character only, we expect 1'4 of the offspring to be like either parent; if they differ in two characters, each off the parent-forms must be produced in one individual amongst e~'cry sixteen. In MENDEL'S pea-experiments, where two forms differed in nine characters, only one indi-vidual in every 262,144 is produced as a homozygotc, exactly like either parent, and with twenty characters this ratio is already lower than one to twenty billion (20000000000000). So far as we know at present, the two forms of Oe~wthera may differ in three, but perhaps in thirty unit-characters, and as long as we do not know in how many exactly, we can not predict how large a number of individuals should be grown to get one of each of the parentforms in the second generation.
I will emphasize once more, that in all those cases where the unit-characters were known, these unit-characters have always been seen to confirm the theory of gametic purity.
The Exceptional Case of the Honey-Bee.
In the ease of the honey-bee a considerable body of evidence goes to show that here males are produced from unfertilized eggs, females from fertilized eggs. This was first shown by HUBER 1) and DRIERZON2), who reasoned that as unimpregnated females produced only male offspring, and impregnated both male and female, the eggs must be of one kind, and the sex of the young individual determined by fertilization or non-fertilization.
In recent years it has been shown rather conclusively by PETRUNKEWITSCIt that as a matter of fact eggs laid in cells of larger diameter, so called drone-cells, never showed in microscopical examination, that a spermatozoon had entered; and that in all the eggs laid in worker-cells, which it was reasonable to suppose would develop into sterile females, a spermatozoon or spermnueleus could be demonstrated. It seems at first sight as if we should accept that in this ease, at least, the female can not have been a heterozygote femalemale~ but must be a homozygote, male-male, and that the male must be gametically a pure, homozygous female. This paradoxical and exceptional state of things is assumed by ]:)ETRUNKEWITSCH 3). After all the evidence brought forward by I:)ETRUNKEWITSCH I cannot doubt that the drones are born from unfertilized and the females from fertilized eggs, but I want to emphasize that this need not mean that all eggs were similar before fertilization and that the sex is determined by fertilization or non-fertilization.
A bee-queen that never copulated, or a worker that begins egglaying, produce only male offspring. Let us see how this would be if these females were heterozygous in respect to sex, female-male, as we have assumed before. Then they would produce equal numbers of male and of female eggs (two polar-bodies). These eggs could, as in the plant-lice, develop only into homozygous males (Male-male), and homozygous females (female-female), because they could not be fertilized.
In the aphidae we saw that homozygous females can exist, namely, females that, on being fertilized, produce only female (Female-male) offspring. But in the honey-bee we do not know of females that produce only female offspring.
I can, therefore, imagine that the homozygous male, Male-male zygotes, develop into males, but that the homozygous female, Femalefemale, zygotes, degenerate in a young stage. This would call for the result that only half the number off eggs, produced by such a virgin female, developed. And this, in fact, is what seems to happen1).
One of the symptoms by which bee-keepers recognize the presence of laying workers, or of a so-called drone-broody queen in the hive, is the irregular appearance of the combs, containing larvae and pupae. See for example the American Manual, ,A B C of Bee-Culturer by ROOT.
Where we deal with a queen that has copulated, we have to compare two possibilities, on the assumption that here, too, the female is heterozygous female-male, and the male homozygous, malemale. Either all the eggs are fertilized, and the female-male zygotes are laid in worker-cells, the male-male zygotes in drone-cells only, which is next to impossible, Or, which is more probable, and which has all the evidence of 1)ETRUNKEWITSCH in its favor: All the eggs laid in narrow cells, worker-cells, are fertilized, and all the eggs laid in wide, drone-cells, are not fertilized. This can be a mechanical proceeding. By this assumption, we would, in the narrow cells, have two kinds of zygotes, male-male, and female-male; in the wide cells we have also two kinds of monogametie eggs, male and female. Here, too, we have to assume that monogametic female-eggs are not capable 1) Prof. LOEB in his: Dynamik der Lebenserseheinungen, suggests a similar possibility.
of development, and that bigametic (homozygous), male eggs are not produced or degenerate. We know that all the pupae in an area of comb do not hatch simultaneously by any means. Anybody who has ever watched a queen-bee egg-laying knows that she does not lay the thousands of eggs produced in one day in a regular, systematic way, but that she often deposits them into cells that are two or more cells apart, after a kind of inspection. It might well be that the cells containing eggs, not capable of development are emptied by the workers and other eggs laid in these cells in the course of a few hours.
Perhaps, at first sight, this tentative explanation does not sound very probable; it certainly does not involve any impossibilities and does away with PETRUNKEWlTSCH'S assumption that a male animal may be homozygous female, but produced from a purely male egg, and a female animal may be a homozygous male, but produced from a heterozygous female-male egg.
PETRUNKEWITSCIt'S assumption that the sex-glands of the drones are not developed from the egg but from polar-bodies, so that a male would be somatically a male but sexually a female, does not explain how femaleness can be borne by polar-bodies extruded from eggs produced by a sexually male queen-bee.
The facts on which the theory of DRIERZON rests are undoubtedly correct, but they can be explained, as I tried to show, in a simpler way. The reasoning based upon the facts, however, is strained, and can not be maintained in the light of recent discoveries.
Conclusions.
1) New reasons are given in support of BATESO~'S idea that Dominance and Recessiveness in MENDEL'S sense are the results of presence or absence of some definite, presumably chemical determinant, causing, when present, a unit-character to be developed. It is, impossible for a character to be in a recessive condition. A character. which in one case is dominant over a second character, can never be recessive to this same character.
2) It is possible for a character to be present, and,yet unable to manifest itself, because it only acts in modifying a second character, and hence can not assert itself in the absence of this second character, Co~oT's observations are explicable in this way.
3) Sex, as BATESON and his school first told us, is inherited in a ,Mendelian,~ way. Femaleness, being ,,dominant~ over maleness, must be due to some active determinant, absence of which gives maleness. ~orm'dly~ all females are heterozygotes, female-male; all males homozygotes, male-male, as DONCASTER first expressed it. 4) Secondary sex-characters need not be predetermined in the germ. In this case they may be produced by internal, chemical secretion of the glen-selands, as suggested by LonB. Other characters, as well as secondary sex-characters, might be due to secretion of other organs, the determinants tbr which are either common to both sexes, or inherited in a ,,Mendelian~ way. The theory of gametic purity does not clash with that of internal secretion.
5) Mutation begins with the production of a heterozygote. If the mutation consists in the losing of a definite determinant in one gamete, the result becomes visible only with the accidental meeting of two gametes in a later generation, both lacking the determinant.
6) When the heterozygote individual, produced by such a mutation, is a female, or a hermaphrodite, and the absence of determinant couples with the determinant for femaleness, the mutation can never show itself during all the normal life of the group.
7) It follows from this, that inbreeding or self-fertilization is no test for gametic purity. Experiments made with animals or plants in which the possibility to test each individual by a suitable cross does not exist, or in which this testing of each individual is neglected, are therefore inconclusive.
8) All inheritance is ,,Mendelian,, inheritance. Cases of nonMendelian inheritance have only been found where the nature and even the number of unit-characters that made the difference between the two forms were unknown. Possibly ,coupling~ and selective mating also play a rble here. In all instances, in which we know the exact nature of a unit-character, the presence of this has been proved to be ,dominantr over its absence, and in the next generation, presence and absence of the character are equally distributed over the gametes produced. 
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